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COMFYMASK FFP2 FILTERING MASKS - WITH EARLOOPS

GIMA 
code COMFYMASK Minimum 

order
Standard Large COMFYMASK in box of 20*

20620 20630 FFP2 - white box of 20
20621 20631 FFP2 - black box of 20
20622 20632 FFP2 - dark blue box of 20
20623 20633 FFP2 - pink box of 20
20624 20634 FFP2 - blue box of 20
20625 20635 FFP2 - dark green box of 20
20626 20636 FFP2 - red box of 20
20627 20637 FFP2 - light grey box of 20
Standard COMFYMASK in box of 100*

20650 FFP2 - white - GB, FR, IT, ES box of 100
20659 FFP2 - white any language** 100 boxes***

CEPM EUROPEAN CONSORTIUM OF MASK PRODUCERS
CEPM is a constantly evolving consortium of more than 
25 leading Italian and European companies committed to 
producing CE marked masks, with technologies and facilities 
located throughout Europe. They guarantee production of 
hundreds of millions of FFP2 and surgical masks per year.
CEPM is the response to the market need linked to the health 
emergency caused by COVID-19, ensuring a continuous and 
constant control of standards imposed by the Health Authority 
with regard to:
- product analysis with accredited laboratories;
- certified production system guaranteed with CE mark;
- CEPM Scientific Technical Committee.

COMFYMASK AND COMFYMASK FIT with earloops
GIMA offers 2 lines of FFP2 masks entirely made of high 
quality Italian materials. 
Comfymask ensure optimal comfort throughout the day thanks 
to the soft material. Its design allows greater facial movement 
and adaptability to the face, without tighten nose and ears.
Comfymask Fit is a stylish line with ergonomic design, that 
allows excellent fit, adapting perfectly to face shape. 
Both lines are available in a wide range of trendy colours. 
FFP2 filtering mask provides an adequate protection of the 
respiratory tract against particulates (dust, fumes, mists and 
microorganisms), non-toxic liquid and solid aerosols.
Filter efficiency is >94%, according to EN149.
Five layers:
- outer coating: non-woven fabric
- Hot Air Cotton: artificial thermal insulation
- 2 meltblown layers: provide high filtration performance
- inner coating: non-woven fabric suitable for skin contact, 
according to ISO10993
Provided with elastic stretch fabric and adjustable nose clip 
made of steel.
Individually packed in transparent pouch: 
All masks are individually packed with 4 language instructions 
(GB, FR, IT, ES) printed on envelope.

Outer coating: 
non-woven fabric

Hot Air Cotton: 
artificial thermal insulation

Inner coating: non-woven 
fabric for skin contact

2 filtering layers: meltblown characterized 
by high filtration performance

*Filtering efficiency

FFP2 NR
>94%*
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GIMA 
code COMFYMASK - FIT Minimum 

order
COMFYMASK - FIT in box of 20*

20640 FFP2 - white box of 20
20641 FFP2 - black box of 20
20642 FFP2 - dark blue box of 20
20643 FFP2 - pink box of 20
20644 FFP2 - light blue box of 20
20645 FFP2 - lilac box of 20
20646 FFP2 - burgundy box of 20
20647 FFP2 - grey box of 20

COMFYMASK - FIT in box of 100*

20662 FFP2 - white - GB, FR, IT, ES box of 100
20669 FFP2 - white any language** 100 boxes***

**Envelope can be printed in any language. Availability in 20-30 days.
*** Minimum order: 100 boxes of 100. 

*Multilingual box (only box of 20) or neutral box (box of 100) include 1 multilingual 
instruction (GB, FR, IT, ES, PT, DE, PL, GR, RO, FI, SI, SK, DK, EE, NO, SE, NL, HU, HR, BG, 
CZ, LV, LT, RU, RS, Arabic). 


